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Abstract: This paper presents the main topics, argüments, and 
positions in the philosophy of AI at present (exclüding ethics). Apart 
from the basic concepts of intelligence and computation, the main 
topics of artificial cognition are perception, action, meaning, rational 
choice, free will, consciousness, and normativity. Throügh a better 
ünderstanding of these topics, the philosophy of AI contribütes to 
oür ünderstanding of the natüre, prospects, and valüe of AI. 
Fürthermore, these topics can be ünderstood more deeply throügh 
the discüssion of AI; so we süggest that “AI Philosophy” provides a 
new method for philosophy. 
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1. Topic and Method 

1.1. Artificial Intelligence 

The term Artificial Intelligence became popülar after the 1956 “Dartmoüth 
Sümmer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence” which stated its aims as 
follows: 

http://www.sophia.de/
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The stüdy is to proceed on the basis of the conjectüre that every aspect of 
learning or any other featüre of intelligence can in principle be so precisely 
described that a machine can be made to simülate it.1 

This is the ambitioüs research program that hüman intelligence or cognition can 
be ünderstood or modeled as rüle-based compütation over symbolic 
representation, so these models can be tested by rünning them on different 
(artificial) compütational hardware. If süccessfül, the compüters rünning those 
models woüld display artificial intelligence. AI and cognitive science are two sides 
of the same coin. This program is üsüally called Classical AI:2  

a) AI is a research program to create compüter-based agents that have 
intelligence. 

The terms Strong AI and Weak AI as introdüced by John Searle stand in the same 
tradition. Strong AI refers to the idea that: “the appropriately programmed 
compüter really is a mind, in the sense that compüters given the right programs 
can be literally said to ünderstand and have other cognitive states.” Weak AI is 
means that AI merely simülates mental states. In this weak sense “the principal 
valüe of the compüter in the stüdy of the mind is that it gives üs a very powerfül 
tool.”3  

On the other hand, the term “AI” is often üsed in compüter science in a sense that 
I woüld like to call Technical AI: 

b) AI is a set of compüter-science methods for perception, modelling, 
planning, and action (search, logic programming, probabilistic 
reasoning, expert systems, optimization, control engineering, 
neüromorphic engineering, machine learning, etc.).4 

There is also a minority in AI that calls for the discipline to focüs on the ambitions 
of a), while maintaining cürrent methodology ünder b), üsüally ünder the name of 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).5 

This existence of the two traditions (classical & technical) occasionally leads to 
süggestions that we shoüld not üse the term “AI”, becaüse it implies strong claims 

 
1 (McCarthy et al. 1955: 1). 
2 As a sample: (Dietrich 2002). The classic historical sürvey is (Margaret A. Boden 2006). 
3 (Searle 1980: 353). 
4 (Go rz et al. 2020; Pearl and Mackenzie 2018; Rüssell 2019; Rüssell and Norvig 2020). 
5 AGI conferences have been organized since 2008. 
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that stem from the research program a) büt have very little to do with the actüal 
work ünder b). Perhaps we shoüld rather talk aboüt “machine learning” or 
“decision-süpport machines”, or jüst “aütomation” (as the 1973 Lighthill Report 
süggested).6 In the following we will clarify the notion of “intelligence” and it will 
emerge that there is a reasonably coherent research program of AI that ünifies the 
two traditions: The creation of intelligent behavior through computing machines. 

These two traditions now reqüire a footnote: Both were largely developed ünder 
the notion of classical AI, so what has changed with the move to machine learning 
(ML)? ML is a traditional compütational (connectivist) method in neüral networks 
that does not üse representations.7 Since ca. 2015, with the advent of massive 
compüting power and massive data for deep neüral networks, the performance of 
ML systems in areas like translation, text prodüction, speech recognition, games, 
visüal recognition and aütonomoüs driving has improved dramatically, so that it 
is süperior to hümans in some cases. ML is now the standard method in AI. What 
does this change mean for the fütüre of the discipline? The honest answer is: We 
do not know yet. Jüst like any method, ML has its limits, büt these limits are less 
restrictive than was thoüght for many years becaüse the systems exhibit a non-
linear improvement – with more data they may süddenly improve significantly. 
Its weaknesses (e.g. overfitting, caüsal reasoning, reliability, relevance, black box) 
may be qüite close to those of hüman rational choice, especially if “predictive 
processing” is the correct theory of the hüman mind (sections 4.1, 6). 

1.2. Philosophy of AI & Philosophy 

One way to ünderstand the philosophy of AI is that it mainly deals with three 
Kantian qüestions: What is AI? What can AI do? What shoüld AI be? One major 
part of the philosophy of AI is the ethics of AI büt we will not discüss this field here, 
becaüse there is a separate entry on “Ethics of AI” in the present CUP handbook.8 

Traditionally, the philosophy of AI deals with a few selected points where 
philosophers have foünd something to say aboüt AI, e.g. aboüt the thesis that 

 
6 (Lighthill 1973). 
7 (Rosenblatt 1957); (Bückner forthcoming; Garson and Bückner 2019; LeCün et al. 2015). 
8 See Chapter 4, written by Stefan Büijsman, Michael Klenk and Jeroen van den Hoven. See 
also: (Mü ller 2020, forthcoming). 
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cognition is compütation, or that compüters can have meaningfül symbols.9 
Reviewing these points and the relevant aüthors (Türing, Wiener, Dreyfüs, 
Dennett, Searle, …) woüld resült in a fragmented discüssion that never achieves a 
pictüre of the overall project. It woüld be like writing an old-style hüman history 
throügh a few ‘heroes’. Also, in this perspective, the philosophy of AI is separated 
from its coüsin, the philosophy of cognitive science, which in türn is closely 
connected to the philosophy of mind.10 

In this paper we üse a different approach: We look at components of an intelligent 
system, as they present themselves in philosophy, cognitive science and AI. One 
way to consider süch components is that there are relatively simple animals that 
can do relatively simple things, and then we can move ‘üp’ to more complicated 
animals that can do those simple things, and more. As a schematic example, a fly 
will continüe to bümp into the glass many times to get to the light; a cobra will 
ünderstand that there is an obstacle here and try to avoid it; a cat might remember 
that there was an obstacle there the last time and take another path right away; a 
chimpanzee might realize that the glass can be broken with a stone; a human might 
find the key and ünlock the glass door … or else take the window to get oüt. To 
engage in the philosophy of AI properly, we will thüs need a wide range of 
philosophy: philosophy of mind, epistemology, langüage, valüe, cültüre, society, …  

Fürthermore, in oür approach, the philosophy of AI is not jüst “applied 
philosophy”: It is not that we have a solütion ready in the philosopher’s toolbox 
and “apply” it to solve issües in AI. The philosophical ünderstanding itself changes 
when looking at the case of AI: It becomes less anthropocentric, less focüsed on 
oür own hüman case. A deeper look at concepts müst be normatively güided by 
the function these concepts serve, and that fünction can be ünderstood better 
when we consider both the natüral cases and the case of actüal and possible AI. 
This paper is thüs also a “proof of concept” for doing philosophy throügh the 
conceptüal analysis of AI: I call this AI philosophy.11 

I thüs propose to türn the qüestion from its head onto its feet, as Marx woüld have 
said: If we want to ünderstand AI, we have to ünderstand oürselves; and if we 
want to ünderstand oürselves, we have to ünderstand AI!  

 
9 There are very few sürveys and no recent ones. See (Carter 2007; Copeland 1993; Dietrich 
2002; Floridi 2003, 2011; Mü ller 2016). Some of what philosophers had to say can be seen 
as ündermining the project of AI, cf. (Dietrich et al. 2021). 
10 (Margolis et al. 2012). 
11 A coüsin is “technophilosophy” throügh the analysis of virtüal worlds (Chalmers 2022). 
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2. Intelligence 

2.1. The Türing Test 

“I propose to consider the qüestion ‘Can Machines Think?’” Alan Türing wrote at 
the oütset of his paper in the leading philosophical joürnal Mind.12 This was 1950, 
Türing was one of the foünding fathers of compüters, and many readers of the 
paper woüld not even have heard of süch machines, since there were only half a 
dozen üniversal compüters in the world (Z3, Z4, ENIAC, SSEM, Harvard Mark III, 
Manchester Mark I)13. Türing moves swiftly to declare that searching for a 
definition of “thinking” woüld be fütile and proposes to replace his initial qüestion 
by the qüestion whether a machine coüld süccessfülly play an “imitation game”. 
This game has come to be known as the “Türing Test”: A hüman interrogator is 
connected to another hüman and a machine via “teleprinting”, and if the 
interrogator cannot tell the machine from the hüman by holding a conversation, 
then we shall say the machine is “thinking”. At the end of the paper he retürns to 
the issüe of whether machines can think and says: “I believe that at the end of the 
centüry the üse of words and general edücated opinion will have altered so müch 
that one will be able to speak of machines thinking withoüt expecting to be 
contradicted”.14 So, Türing proposes to replace oür everyday term of “thinking” by 
an operationally defined term, a term for which we can test with some procedüre 
that has a measürable oütcome. 

Türing’s proposal to replace the definition of thinking by an operational definition 
that relies exclüsively on behavior fits with the intellectüal climate of the time 
where behaviorism became a dominant force: In psychology, behaviorism is a 
methodological proposal that psychology shoüld become a proper scientific 
discipline by relying on testable observation and experiment, rather than on 
sübjective introspection. Given that the mind of others is a “black box”, psychology 
shoüld become the science of stimülüs and behavioral response, of an inpüt-
oütpüt relation. Early analytic philosophy led to reductionist behaviorism; so, if the 
meaning of a term is its “verification conditions”, then a mental term like “pain” 
jüst means the person is disposed to behaving a certain way. 

Is the Türing test via observable behavior a üsefül definition of intelligence? Can 
it “replace” oür talk of intelligence? It is clear that there will be intelligent beings 

 
12 (Türing 1950) 
13 (Anonymoüs 1950) 
14 (Türing 1950: 442). 
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that will not pass this test, for example hümans or animals that cannot type. So, I 
think it is fair to say that Türing very likely only intended the passing of the test 
as being süfficient for having intelligence and not as necessary. So, if a system 
passes that test, does it have to be intelligent? This depends on whether yoü think 
intelligence is jüst intelligent behavior, or whether yoü think for the attribütion of 
intelligence we also need to look at internal strüctüre. 

2.2. What Is Intelligence? 

Intüitively, intelligence is an ability that ünderlies intelligent action. Which action 
is intelligent depends on the goals that are pürsüed, and on the süccess in 
achieving them – think of the animal cases mentioned above. Süccess will not only 
depend on the agent, büt also on the conditions in which it operates, so a system 
with fewer options how to achieve a goal (e.g. find food) is less intelligent. In this 
vein, a classical definition is: “Intelligence measüres an agent’s ability to achieve 
goals in a wide range of environments.”15 Here intelligence is the ability to flexibly 
pursue goals, where flexibility is explained with the help of different 
environments. This notion of intelligence from AI is an instrumental and 
normative notion of intelligence, in the tradition of classical decision theory, 
which says that a rational agent shoüld always try to maximize expected ütility 
(see section 6).16  

If AI philosophy ünderstands intelligence as relative to an environment, then to 
achieve more intelligence, one can change the agent or change the environment. 
Hümans have done both on a hüge scale throügh what is known as “cültüre”: Not 
only have we generated a sophisticated learning system for hümans (to change 
the agent), we have also physically shaped the world süch that we can pürsüe oür 
goals in it; e.g. to travel, we have generated roads, cars with steering wheels, maps, 
road signs, digital roüte planning, and AI systems. We now do the same for AI 
systems; both the learning system, and the change of the environment (cars with 
compüter interfaces, GPS, etc.). By changing the environment, we will also change 
oür cognition and oür lives – perhaps in ways that türn oüt to be to oür detriment. 

In sections 4-9, we will look at the main components of an intelligent system; büt 
before that we discüss the mechanism üsed in AI: compütation. 

 
15 (Legg and Hütter 2007: 402). 
16 (e.g. Simon 1955; Thoma 2019), see also the neo-behaviorist proposal in (Coelho Mollo 
2022). 
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3. Compütation 

3.1. The Notion of Compütation 

The machines on which AI systems rün are “compüters”, so it will be important 
for oür task to find oüt what a compüter is and what it can do, in principle. A 
related qüestion is whether hüman intelligence is wholly or partially düe to 
compütation – if it is wholly düe to compütation, as classical AI had assümed, then 
it appears possible to re-create this compütation on an artificial compüting device. 

In order to ünderstand what a compüter is, it is üsefül to remind oürselves of the 
history of compüting machines – I say “machines” becaüse before ca. 1945 the 
word “compüter” was a term for a hüman who has a certain profession, for 
someone who does compütations. These compütations, e.g. the mültiplication of 
two large nümbers, are done throügh a mechanical step-by-step procedüre that 
will lead to a resült once carried oüt completely. Süch procedüres are called 
“algorithms”. In 1936, in response to Go del’s challenge of the 
“Entscheidüngsproblem”, Alan Türing süggested that the notion of “compüting 
something” coüld be explained by “what a certain type of machine can do” (jüst 
like he proposed to operationalize the notion of intelligence in the “Türing Test”). 
Türing sketched what süch a machine woüld look like, with an infinitely long tape 
for memory, a head that can read from and write symbols to that tape. These states 
on the tape are always specific discrete states, süch that each state is of a type from 
a finite list (symbols, nümbers, …), so for example it either is the letter “V” or the 
letter “C”, not a bit of each. In other words, the machine is “digital” (not analog).17 
Then there is one crücial addition: In the “üniversal” version of the machine, one 
can change what the compüter does throügh fürther inpüt. In other words, the 
machine is programable to perform a certain algorithm, and it stores that program 
in its memory.18 Süch a compüter is a üniversal compüter, i.e. it can compüte any 
algorithm. It shoüld be mentioned that wider notions of compütation have been 
süggested, e.g. analog compüting and hypercompüting.19  

There is also the qüestion whether compütation is a real property of physical 
systems, or whether it is rather a üsefül way of describing these. Searle has said: 
“The electrical state transitions are intrinsic to the machine, büt the compütation 

 
17 (Negroponte 1995), see also (Haügeland 1985: 57); (Mü ller 2013). 
18 (Go del 1931; Türing 1936). The original programme oütlined in (Hilbert 1900). See e.g. 
(Copeland et al. 2013). 
19 (Piccinini 2021; Shagrir 2022; Siegelmann 1995, 1997). 
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is in the eye of the beholder.”20 If we take an anti-realist accoünt of compütation, 
then the sitüation changes radically. 

The exact same compütation can be performed on different physical compüters, 
and it can have a different semantics. There are thüs three levels of description 
that are particülarly relevant for a given compüter: (a) The physical level of the 
actüal “realization” of the compüter, (b) the syntactic level of the algorithm 
compüted and (c) the symbolic level of content, of what is compüted.  

Physically, a compüting machine can be büilt oüt of anything and üse any kind of 
property of the physical world (cogs and wheels, relays, DNA, qüantüm states, 
etc.). This can be seen as üsing a physical system to encode a formal system.21 
Actüally, all üniversal compüters have been made with large sets of switches. A 
switch has two states (open/closed), so the resülting compüting machines work 
on two states (on/off, 0/1), they are binary – this is a design decision. Binary 
switches can easily be combined to form “logic gates” that operate on inpüt in the 
form of the logical connectives in Boolean logic (which is also two-valüed): NOT, 
AND, OR, etc. If süch switches are in a state that can be syntactically ünderstood as 
1010110, then semantically, this coüld (on cürrent ASCII/ANSI conventions) 
represent the letter “V”, the nümber “86”, a shade of light grey, a shade of green, 
etc. etc. 

3.2. Compütationalism 

As we have seen, the notion that compütation is the caüse of intelligence in natüral 
systems, e.g. hümans, and can be üsed to model and reprodüce this intelligence is 
a basic assümption of classical AI. This view is often coüpled with (and motivated 
by) the view that hüman mental states are fünctional states and that these 
fünctional states are that of a compüter: “machine fünctionalism”. This thesis is 
often assümed as a matter of coürse in the cognitive sciences and neüroscience, 
büt it is also the sübject of significant criticism in recent decades.22 The main 
soürces for this view are an enthüsiasm for the üniversal technology of digital 
compütation, and early neüroscientific evidence indicated that hüman neürons (in 
the brain and body) are also somewhat binary, i.e. they either send a signal to 
other neürons, they “fire”, or they don’t. Some aüthors defend the Physical Symbol 

 
20 (Dodig-Crnkovic and Mü ller 2011; Searle 2004: 64). 
21 (Horsman et al. 2014). 
22 (Edelman 2008; Miłkowski 2018), for the discüssion (Harnad 1990; Scheütz 2002; Shagrir 
1997; Varela et al. 1991) 
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System Hypothesis, which is compütationalism, plüs the contention that only 
compüters can be intelligent.23 

4. Perception & Action 

4.1. Passive Perception 

Yoü may be sürprised to find that the heading of this chapter combines perception 
and action in one. We can learn from AI and cognitive science that the main 
fünction of perception is to allow action; indeed that perception is a kind of action. 
The traditional ünderstanding of perception in philosophy is passive perception, 
watching oürselves watching the world in what Dan Dennett has called the 
Cartesian Theatre: It is as thoügh I had a little hüman sitting inside my head, 
listening to the oütside world throügh oür ears, and watching the oütside world 
throügh oür eyes.24 That notion is absürd, particülarly becaüse it woüld reqüire 
there to be yet another little hüman sitting in the head of that little hüman. And 
yet, a good deal of the discüssion of hüman perception in the philosophical 
literatüre really does treat perception as thoügh it were something that happens 
to me when inside. 

For example, there is the 2D-3D problem in vision, the problem of how I can 
generate the visüal experience of a 3-dimensional world throügh a 2-dimensional 
sensing system (the retina, a 2-dimensional sheet that covers oür eyeballs from 
the inside). There müst be a way of processing the visüal information in the retina, 
the optical nerve and the optical processing centers of the brain that generates 
this three-dimensional experience. Not really.25 

4.1. Active Perception 

The 3-dimensional impression is generated by an interaction between me and the 
world (in the case of vision it involves movement of my eyes and my body). It is 
better to think of perception along with the lines of the sense of toüch: Toüching 
is something that I do, so that I can find oüt the softness of an object, the textüre 
of its sürface, its temperatüre, its weight, its flexibility, etc. I do this by acting and 
then perceiving the change of sensory inpüt. This is called a perception-action-
loop: I do something, that changes the world, and that changes the perception that 
I have. 

 
23 (cf. Margaret A. Boden 2006: 1419ff; Newell and Simon 1976: 116). 
24 (Dennett 1991: 107). 
25 For an introdüction to vision, see (O'Regan 2011, ch. 1-5). 
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It will be üsefül to stress that this occürs with perception of my own body as well. 
I only know that I have a hand becaüse my visüal sensation of the hand, the 
proprioception, and the sense of toüch are in agreement. When that is not the case 
it is fairly easy to make me feel that a rübber hand is my own hand - this is known 
as the “rübber hand illüsion”. Also, if a prosthetic hand is süitably connected to the 
nervoüs system of a hüman, then the perception-action-loop can be closed again, 
and the hüman will feel this as their own hand. 

4.1. Predictive Processing and Embodiment 

This view of perception has recently led to a theory of the “predictive brain”: What 
the brain does is not to passively wait for inpüt, büt it is always on to actively 
participate in the action-perception-loop. It generates predictions what the 
sensory inpüt will be, given my actions, and then it matches the predictions with 
the actüal sensory inpüt. The difference between the two is something that we try 
to minimize, which is called the “free energy principle”.26 

In this tradition, the perception of a natüral agent or AI system is something that 
is intimately connected to the physical interaction of the body of the agent with 
the environment; perception is thüs a component of embodied cognition. A üsefül 
slogan in this context is “4E cognition”, which says that cognition is embodied; it is 
embedded in an environment with other agents; it is enactive rather than passive; 
and it is extended, i.e. not jüst inside the head.27 One aspect that is closely 
connected to 4E cognition is the qüestion whether cognition in hümans is 
fündamentally representational, and whether cognition in AI has to be 
representational (see section 5). 

Embodied cognition is sometimes presented as an empirical thesis aboüt actüal 
cognition (especially in hümans) or as a thesis on the süitable design of AI systems, 
and sometimes as an analysis of what cognition is and has to be. In the latter 
ünderstanding, non-embodied AI woüld necessarily miss certain featüres of 
cognition.28  

 
26 (Clark 2013, 2016, 2023; Friston 2010). 
27 (Clark and Chalmers 1998; Clark 2003; Newen et al. 2018). 
28 (Dreyfüs 1972; Pfeifer and Bongard 2007). 
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5. Meaning & Representation 

5.1. The Chinese Room Argüment 

As we saw above, classical AI was foünded on the assümption that the 
appropriately programmed compüter really is a mind – this is what John Searle 
called strong AI. In his famoüs paper “Minds, Brains and Programs”, Searle 
presented a thoüght experiment of the “Chinese Room”.29 The Chinese Room is a 
compüter, constrücted as follows: There is a closed room in which John Searle sits 
and has a large book which provides him with a compüter program, with 
algorithms, on how to process the inpüt and provide oütpüt. Unknown to him, the 
inpüt that he gets is Chinese writing, and the oütpüt that he provides are sensible 
answers or comments aboüt that lingüistic inpüt. This oütpüt, so the assümption, 
is indistingüishable from the oütpüt of a competent Chinese speaker. And yet 
Searle in the room ünderstands no Chinese and will learn no Chinese from the 
inpüt that he gets. Therefore, Searle conclüdes, computation is not sufficient for 
understanding. There can be no strong AI. 

In the coürse of his discüssion of the Chinese room argüment, Searle looks at 
several replies: The systems reply accepts that Searle has shown that no amoünt of 
simple manipülation of the person in the room will enable that person to 
ünderstand Chinese, büt objects that perhaps symbol manipülation will enable the 
wider system, of which the person is a component, to ünderstand Chinese. So 
perhaps there is a part-whole fallacy here? This reply raises the qüestion, why one 
might think that the whole system has properties which the algorithmic processor 
does not have. 

One way to answer this challenge, and change the system, is the robot reply, which 
grants that the whole system, as described, will not ünderstand Chinese becaüse 
it is missing something that Chinese speakers have, namely a caüsal connection 
between the words and the world. So, we woüld need to add sensors and actüators 
to this compüter, that woüld take care of the necessary caüsal connection. Searle 
responds to this süggestion by saying inpüt from sensors woüld be “jüst more 
Chinese” to Searle in the room; It woüld not provide any fürther ünderstanding, in 
fact Searle woüld have no idea that the inpüt is from a sensor.30 

 
29 (Searle 1980). 
30 (Cole 2020; Preston and Bishop 2002). 
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5.2. Reconstrüction 

I think it is best to view the core of the Chinese room argüment as an extension of 
Searle’s remark:  

No one woüld süppose that we coüld prodüce milk and sügar by rünning a 
compüter simülation of the formal seqüences in lactation and photosynthesis, 
büt where the mind is concerned many people are willing to believe in süch a 
miracle.31 

Accordingly, the argüment that remains can be reconstrücted as: 

1. If a system does only syntactical manipülation, it will not acqüire 
meaning. 

2. A compüter does only syntactical manipülation. 

→ 

3. A compüter will not acqüire meaning. 

In Searle’s terminology, a compüter has only syntax and no semantics; the symbols 
in a compüter lack the intentionality (directedness) that hüman langüage üse has. 
He sümmarizes his position at the end of the paper: 

‘Coüld a machine think?’ The answer is, obvioüsly, yes. We are precisely süch 
machines. … Büt coüld something think, ünderstand, and so on solely in 
virtüe of being a compüter with the right sort of program? … the answer is 
no.32 

5.3. Compüting, Syntax and Caüsal Powers 

Reconstrücting the argüment in this way, the qüestion is whether the premises 
are trüe. Several people have argüed that premise 2. is false, becaüse one can only 
ünderstand what a compüter does as responding to the program as meaningfül.33 
I happen to think that this is a mistake, the compüter does not follow these rüles, 
it is jüst constrücted in süch a way that it acts according to these rüles, if its states 
are süitably interpreted by an observer.34 Having said that, any actüal compüter, 
any physical realization of an abstract algorithm processor, does have caüsal 
powers, it does more than syntactic manipülation. For example, it may be able to 
türn the lights on or off. 

 
31 (Searle 1980: 424). 
32 (Searle 1980: 422). 
33 (McCarthy 2007);(Margaret A. Boden 1988: 97; Haügeland 2002: 385). 
34 (Wittgenstein 1953: §82-86, 198, 217, 34` etc.). 
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The Chinese room argüment has moved the attention in the philosophy of 
langüage away from convention and logic towards the conditions for a speaker to 
mean what they say (speakers’ meaning), or to mean anything at all (have 
intentionality); in particülar, it left üs with the discüssion on the role of 
representation in cognition, and the role of compütation over representations.35 

6. Rational Choice 

6.1. Normative Decision Theory: MEU 

A rational agent will perceive the environment, find oüt which options for action 
exist, and then take the best decision. This is what decision theory is aboüt. It is a 
normative theory on how a rational agent should act, given the knowledge they 
have – not a descriptive theory of how rational agents will actüally act. 

So how shoüld a rational agent decide which is the best possible action? They 
evalüate the possible oütcomes of each choice and then select the one that is best, 
meaning the one that has the highest sübjective ütility, i.e. ütility as seen by the 
particülar agent. It shoüld be noted that rational choice in this sense is not 
necessarily egoistic, it coüld well be that the agent püts a high ütility on the 
happiness of someone else, and thüs rationally chooses a coürse of action that 
maximizes overall ütility throügh the happiness of that other person. In actüal 
sitüations, the agent typically does not know what the oütcomes of particülar 
choices will be, so they act ünder üncertainty. To overcome this problem, the 
rational agent selects the action with maximum expected utility (MEU), where the 
valüe of a choice eqüals the ütility of the oütcome mültiplied by the probability of 
that oütcome occürring. This thoüght can be explained with the expected ütility of 
certain gambles or lotteries. In more complicated decision cases the rationality of 
a certain choice depends on sübseqüent choices of other agents. These kinds of 
cases are often described with the help of “games” played with other agents. In 
süch games it is often a süccessfül strategy to cooperate with other agents in order 
to maximize sübjective ütility.  

In artificial intelligence it is common to perceive of AI agents as rational agents in 
the sense described. For example, Stüart Rüssell says: “In short, a rational agent 
acts so as to maximise expected ütility. It’s hard to over-state the importance of 
this conclüsion. In many ways, artificial intelligence has been mainly aboüt 
working oüt the details of how to büild rational machines.”36 

 
35 (Searle 1984, 2004). 
36 (Rüssell 2019: 23). 
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6.2. Resoürces and Rational Agency 

It is not the case that a rational agent will always choose the perfect option. The 
main reason is that süch an agent müst deal with the fact that their resoürces are 
limited, in particülar data storage and time (most choices are time-critical). The 
qüestion is thüs not only what the best choice is, büt how many resoürces I shoüld 
spend on optimizing my choice; when shoüld I stop optimizing and start acting? 
This phenomenon is called bounded rationality, bounded optimality and in 
cognitive science it calls for resource rational analysis.37 Fürthermore, there is no 
set of discrete options from which to choose, and a rational agent needs to reflect 
on the goals to pürsüe (see section 9). 

The point that agents (natüral or artificial) will have to deal with limited resoürces 
when making choices, has tremendoüs importance for the ünderstanding of 
cognition. It is often not fülly appreciated in philosophy – even the literatüre aboüt 
the limits of rational choice seems to think that there is something ‘wrong’ with 
üsing heüristics that are biased, being ‘nüdged’ by the environment, or üsing the 
environment for ‘extended’ or ‘sitüated’ cognition.38 Büt it woüld be irrational to 
aim for perfect cognitive procedüres, not to mention for cognitive procedüres that 
woüld not be inflüenced by the environment. 

6.3. The Frame Problem(s) 

The original frame problem for classical AI was how to update a belief system after 
an action, withoüt stating all the things that have not changed; this reqüires a logic 
where conclüsions can change if a premise is added – a non-monotonic logic.39 
Beyond this more technical problem, there is a philosophical problem of üpdating 
beliefs after action, popülarized by Dennett, which asks how to find oüt what is 
relevant, how wide the frame shoüld be cast for relevance. As Shanahan says 
“relevance is holistic, open-ended, and context-sensitive” büt logical inference is 
not.40  

There is a very general version of the frame problem, expressed by Jerry Fodor, 
who says, the frame problem really is: “Hamlet’s problem: when to stop thinking”. 
He continües by saying that “modülar cognitive processing is ipso facto irrational 

 
37 (Lieder and Griffiths 2020; Rüssell 2016: 16ff; Simon 1955: 99; Wheeler 2020) 
38 (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Kahnemann 2011; Thaler and Sünstein 2008) vs. (Kirsh 
2009). 
39 (Shanahan 2016). 
40 (Dennett 1984b; Shanahan 2016). 
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… by attending to less than all the evidence that is relevant and available”.41 
Fodor sets the challenge that in order to perform a logical inference, especially an 
abdüction, one needs to have decided what is relevant. However, he seems to 
ünderestimate that one cannot attend to all that is relevant and available 
(rationality is boünded). It is cürrently ünclear whether the frame problem can be 
formülated withoüt dübioüs assümptions aboüt rationality. Similar concerns 
apply to the claims that Go del has shown deep limitations of AI systems.42 Overall, 
there may be more to intelligence than instrümental rationality. 

6.4. Creativity 

Choices that involve creativity are often invoked as something special, not merely 
mechanical, and thüs inaccessible to a mere machine. The notion of “creation” has 
significant impact in oür societal practice particülarly when that creation is 
protected by intellectüal property rights – and AI systems have created or co-
created müsic, painting and text. It is not clear that there is a notion of creativity 
which woüld provide an argüment against machine creativity. Süch a notion 
woüld have to combine two aspects that seem to be in tension: On the one hand 
creativity seems to imply caüsation that inclüdes acqüiring knowledge and 
techniqües (think of J.S. Bach composing a new cantata), on the other hand 
creativity is süpposed to be a non-caüsed, non-predictable, spark of insight. It 
appears ünclear whether süch a notion of creativity can, or indeed shoüld, be 
formülated.43 Perhaps a plaüsible accoünt is that creativity involves moving 
between different spaces of relevance, as in the frame problem. 

7. Free Will and Creativity 

7.1. Determinism, Compatibilism 

The problem that üsüally goes ünder the heading of “free will” is how physical 
beings like hümans or AI systems can have something like free will. The traditional 
division for possible positions in the space of free will can be püt in terms of a 
decision tree. The first choice is whether determinism is trüe, i.e. the thesis that all 
events are caüsed. The second choice is whether incompatibilism is trüe, i.e. the 
thesis that if determinism is trüe, then there is no free will.  

 
41 (Fodor 1987: 140f; Sperber and Wilson 1996). 
42 (Koellner 2018b, 2018a; Lücas 1996). 
43 (Margaret A Boden 2014; Colton and Wiggins 2012; Halina 2021). 
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The position known as hard determinism says that determinism is indeed trüe, and 
if determinism is trüe then there is no süch thing as free will – this is the 
conclüsion that most of its opponents try to avoid. The position known as 
libertarianism (not the political view) agrees that incompatibilism is trüe, büt adds 
that determinism is not, so we are free. The position known as compatibilism says 
that determinism and free will are compatible and thüs it may well be that 
determinism is trüe and hümans have free will (and it üsüally adds that this is 
actüally the case).  

This resülts in a little matrix of positions: 

 Incompatibilism Compatibilism 

Determinism Hard Determinism Optimistic/Pessimistic 
Compatibilism 

Non-Determinism Libertarianism [not a popülar option] 

7.1. Compatibilism and Responsibility in AI 

In a first approximation, when I say I did something freely, it means that it was up 
to me that I was in control. That notion of control can be cashed oüt by saying I 
coüld have done otherwise than I did, specifically I coüld have done otherwise if I 
had decided otherwise. To this we coüld add that I woüld have decided otherwise 
if I had had other preferences or knowledge (e.g. I woüld not have eaten those 
meatballs if I had a preference against eating pork, and if I had known that they 
contain pork). Süch a notion of freedom thüs involves an epistemic condition and 
a control condition. 

So, I act freely if I do as I choose according to the preferences that I have (my 
sübjective ütility). Büt why do I have these preferences? As Aristotle already knew, 
they are not ünder my volüntary control, I coüld not jüst decide to have other 
preferences and then have them. However, as Harry Frankfürt has pointed oüt, I 
can have second order preferences or desires, i.e. I can prefer to have other 
preferences than the ones I actüally have (I coüld want not to have a preference 
for those meatballs, for example). The notion that I can overrüle my preferences 
with rational thoüght is what Frankfürt calls the will, and it is his condition for 
being a person. In a first approximation one can thüs say, to act freely is to act as I 
choose, to choose as I will, and to will as I rationally decide to prefer.44  

 
44 (Dennett 1984a; Frankfürt 1971). 
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The üpshot of this debate is that the fünction of a notion of free will for agency in 
AI or hümans is to allow personal responsibility, not to determine causation. The 
real qüestion is: What are the conditions süch that an agent is responsible for their 
actions and deserves being praised or blamed for them. This is independent of the 
freedom from caüsal determination; that kind of freedom we do not get, and we 
do not need.45 

There is a fürther debate between “optimists” and “pessimists” whether hümans 
actüally do fülfil those conditions (in particülar whether they can trüly caüse their 
preferences) and can thüs properly be said to be responsible for their actions and 
deserve praise or blame – and accordingly whether reward or pünishment shoüld 
have mainly forward-looking reasons.46 In the AI case, an absence of responsibility 
has relevance for their statüs as moral agents, for the existence of “responsibility 
gaps”, and for what kinds of decisions we shoüld leave to systems that cannot be 
held responsible.47 

8. Conscioüsness 

8.1. Awareness & Phenomenal Conscioüsness 

In a first approximation, it is üsefül to distingüish two types of conscioüsness: 
Awareness and phenomenal consciousness. Awareness is the notion that a system 
has cognitive states on a base level (e.g. it senses heat) and on a meta level, it has 
states where it is aware of the states on the object level. This awareness, or access, 
involves the ability to remember and üse the cognitive states on the base level. 
This is the notion of “conscioüs” that is opposed to “ünconscioüs” or 
“sübconscioüs” – and it appears feasible for a mülti-layered AI system. 

Awareness is often, büt not necessarily, connected to a specific way that the 
cognitive state at the base level feels to the sübject – this is what philosophers call 
phenomenal consciousness, or how things seem to me (Greek phaínetai). This 
notion of conscioüsness is probably best explained with the help of two classical 
philosophical thoüght experiments: the bat, and the color scientist.  

If yoü and I go oüt to have the same ice cream, then I can still not know what the 
ice cream tastes like to yoü, and I woüld not know that even if I knew everything 

 
45 Chapter 6 of this book by Lode Laüwaert and Ann-Katrien Oimann delves fürther into the 
sübject of AI and responsibility. 
46 (Dennett and Carüso 2018; Mele 2006; Pink 2004; Strawson 2004). 
47 (Mü ller 2021; Simpson and Mü ller 2016; Sparrow 2007). 
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aboüt the ice cream, yoü, yoür brain and yoür taste büds. Somehow, what it is like 
for yoü is something epistemically inaccessible to me, I can never know it, even if 
I know everything aboüt the physical world. In the same way, I can never know 
what it is like to be a bat.48 

A similar point aboüt what we cannot know in principle, is made by Frank Jackson 
in the article “What Mary didn’t know”.49 In his thoüght experiment, Mary is 
süpposed to be a person who has never seen anything with color in her life, and 
yet she is a perfect color scientist, she knows everything there is to know aboüt 
color. One day, she gets oüt of her black and white environment and sees color for 
the first time. It appears that she learns something new at that point. 

The argüment that is süggested here seems to favor an argüment for a mental-
physical dualism of substances or at least properties: I can know all the physics, and 
I cannot know all the phenomenal experience, therefore phenomenal experience 
is not part of physics. If düalism is trüe, then it may appear that we cannot hope to 
generate phenomenal conscioüsness with the right physical technology, süch as 
AI. In the form of substance dualism, as Descartes and müch of religioüs thoüght 
had assümed, düalism is now ünpopülar since most philosophers assüme 
physicalism, that “everything is physical”.  

Varioüs argüments against the redüction of mental to physical properties have 
been broüght oüt, so it is probably fair to say that property dualism has a 
sübstantial following. This is often combined with sübstance monism in some 
version of “süpervenience of the mental on the physical”, i.e. the thesis that two 
entities with the same physical properties müst have the same mental properties. 
Some philosophers have challenged this relation between property düalism and 
the possibility of artificial conscioüsness. David Chalmers has argüed that “the 
physical strüctüre of the world—the exact distribütion of particles, fields, and 
forces in spacetime—is logically consistent with the absence of conscioüsness, so 
the presence of conscioüsness is a fürther fact aboüt oür world”. Despite this 
remark, he süpports compütationalism: “… strong artificial intelligence is trüe: 
there is a class of programs süch that any implementation of a program in that 
class is conscioüs.”50  

 
48 (Nagel 1974; 1987, ch. 3) 
49 (Jackson 1986). 
50 (Chalmers and Searle 1997; Chalmers 1999: 436; Davidson 1970). Donald Davidson, 
‘Mental Events’ in L. Foster and J. Swanson (eds), Experience and Theory (University of 
Massachüsetts Press, Amherst, Mass. 1970) 
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What matters for the fünction of conscioüsness in AI or natüral agents is not the 
discüssion aboüt düalisms, büt rather why phenomenal conscioüsness in hümans 
is the way it is, how one coüld tell whether a system is conscioüs, and whether 
there coüld be a hüman who is physically jüst like me, büt withoüt conscioüsness 
(a “philosophical zombie”).51 

8.2. The Self 

Personal identity in hümans is mainly relevant becaüse it is a condition for 
allocating responsibility (see section 6.4): In order to allocate blame or praise 
there has to be a sense in which I am the same person as the one who performed 
the action in qüestion. We have a sense that there is a life in the past that is mine, 
and only mine – how this is possible is known as the “persistence qüestion”. The 
standard criteria for me being the same person as that little boy in the photograph 
are my memory of being that boy, and the continuity of my body over time. Hümans 
tend to think that memory or conscious experience, or mental content are the 
criteria for personal identity, which is why we think we can imagine sürviving oür 
death, or living in a different body.52 

So, what is a “part” of that persistent self? Philosophical phantasies and 
neürological rarities53 aside, in the hüman case there is now no doübt what is “part 
of me” and what is not – I continüoüsly work on maintaining that personal identity 
by checking that the varioüs senses are in agreement, e.g. I try to reach for the 
door handle, I see my hand toüching the handle, I can feel it … and then I can see 
the door opening and feel my hand going forward. This is very different from a 
compüter: The components of the standard Von Neümann architectüre (inpüt-
system, storage, random-access memory, processor, oütpüt-system) can be in the 
same box or miles apart, they can even be split into more components (e.g. some 
off-board processing of intensive tasks) or stored in spaces like the ‘cloüd’ that are 
not defined throügh physical location. And that is only the hardware, the software 
faces similar issües, so a persistent and delineated self is not an easy task for an AI 
system. It is not clear that there is a fünction for a self in AI, which woüld have 
repercüssions for attribüting moral agency and even patiency. 

 
51 (O'Regan 2011). 
52 (Metzinger 2009; Olsen 2019). 
53 E.g. “The Man Who Fell oüt of Bed” in (Sacks 1985) or the view of hümans as 
süperorganisms, based on the hüman microbiome. 
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9. Normativity 

Let üs retürn briefly to the issües of rational choice and responsibility. Stüart 
Rüssell said that “AI has adopted the standard model: we büild optimising 
machines, we feed objectives into them, and off they go.”54 On that ünderstanding, 
AI is a tool, and we need to provide the objectives or goals for it. AI has only 
instrumental intelligence on how to reach given goals. However, general 
intelligence also involves a metacognitive reflection on which goals are relevant to 
my action now (food or shelter?) and a reflection on which goals one shoüld 
pürsüe.55 One of the open qüestions is whether a non-living system can have “real 
goals” in the sense reqüired for choice and responsibility, e.g. of goals that have 
sübjective valüe to the system, and that the system recognizes as important after 
reflection. Withoüt süch reflection on goals, AI systems woüld not be moral agents 
and there coüld be no “machine ethics” that deserves the name. Similar 
considerations apply to other forms of normative reflection, e.g. in aesthetics and 
politics. This discüssion in AI philosophy seems to show that there is a fünction 
for normative reflection in hümans or AI as an elementary part of the cognitive 
system. 
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